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To the CASBO Membership 

As I look back upon my retirement from CASBO, so 
many positive feelings and memories come to mind 
regarding our mutual accomplishments over the last 
thirty plus years.   Yes, I know I only have been 
Executive Director for 17 years, but I have been very 
involved in CASBO since I first joined in 1986.  I first ran 
for a director position with CASBO in 1988 and then 
became your President in 1992 and 1993.  Over these 
past 30 plus years I believe we have truly elevated the 
manner in which Colorado School Business Officials 
lead in their districts with the professional development 
CASBO has provided. 

I want to thank you for the trust that you have invested in 
the CASBO team and let you know that I deeply 
appreciate our symbiotic, co-development 
relationship.  In many cases, it has been our 
conversations about current events in our state and our 
mutual desire to empower school business officials that 
has allowed CASBO to build and deliver its best 
work. Together we discussed various needs and voids 
and looked for ways CASBO could address those areas. 

Together, I believe that we have made a lasting impact 
in at least five key areas:  

CASBO Membership and Conferences - When we 
first started our membership and conferences numbered 
less than 100 and a fund balance of less than $3,000…. 
Today we have well over 500 Active and Associate 
members and Spring /Fall conferences that have had 
over 300 in attendance and a healthy fund balance that 
could fund 18 months of operation!  We welcome all K-
12 axillary disciplines to CASBO and provide leadership 
training that benefits them all!  And we have even 
instituted some traditional social events…such as 
CASINO night! 

Associate Memberships –We instituted a vendor show 
in the early 1990’s.  With new innovations of products 
and services that our associate members provide as 
well as professional development they offer, we have 
successfully fostered in a new era where the strategic 
value of associate members is fully realized.  Our first 
vendor show had a scant beginning of 8 vendors, it has 
grown to over 80!  Today many of the programs and 
events we offer would not have happened without their 
involvement in CASBO! 

Award Programs – In the mid 1990’s, we successfully 
instituted the Student Scholarship program.  To date 
over 40 deserving Colorado high school students have 
been awarded in excess of $70,000 towards their 
college education. We have established the Service to 
the Profession Award that recognizes outstanding 
school business officials for their work and dedication to 
the profession. These awards have been sponsored 
since their inception by COLOTRUST and American 
Fidelity, another value impact from our Associate 
Memberships!  

Regional CASBO Chapters –Early on we saw the 
importance and success of the Pikes Peak Area School 

Business Officials regional chapter and we expanded 
that model to three others around the state: the Metro 
Area School Business Officials, the Northern Area 
School Business Officials and the Southwest Area 
School Business Officials.  These are all regional 
chapters that have monthly meeting on issues that 
matter in their regions. Get involved in your local 
chapter! 

Mainstay in ASBO international - prior to 2000, 
Colorado only had one ASBO president in almost a 
century!  The CASBO team successfully fostered in a 
new era with the election of three presidents in the last 
20 years: Bert Huszcza in 2003, Ron McCulley in 2013 
and Bill Sutter in 2022. CASBO is well respected and 
viewed as a leader on the national /international stage! 

There have been other positives for sure: the CASBO 
Quarterly newsletter, the CASBO Website, the 
reorganization from the Rocky Mountain Association of 
School Business Officials (RMASBO) back to a state 
organization (CASBO), Accounting workshops and 
others. I feel compelled to highlight these specific areas, 
because I think you will agree that in each area there 
had previously been a need, a void…and our work with 
you and our associate members helped to fill that need/
void.  I do not take credit for these on my own, it was the 
collected work of the CASBO team, the board, and its 
members to see all these to its realization. 

I would be remiss if it didn’t thank all the Past 
Presidents, Officers and Board Members that I have 
worked with who have been so supportive of me and 
these many improvements.  Together we made CASBO 
what it is today!   THANK YOU!!!!  

Although my official journey with CASBO is ending, I 
want to encourage you to continue to invest and provide 
insight to the CASBO team.   Our new CASBO 
teammates, Stephanie Watson and Kristen Colonell, will 
continue to work with us and seek ways to increase 
CASBO’s value to us, the members.   

I hope to have the opportunity to speak or work with you 
in the future.  Over the next several months, I plan on 
focusing on my family, more travel and my health……
but I continue to be passionate about CASBO and I will 
look for opportunities to contribute to its growth and 
success.  

Again, please let me express my sincere thanks for 
allowing me the honor of being your Executive 
Director…and I wish you and CASBO nothing but the 
best!  If you need to contact me in the future, feel free to 
use my personal email at bert_huszcza@msn.com.  

Best regards,   

Bert Huszcza 

Retired - Executive Director 2004-2021 

 

mailto:bert_huszcza@msn.com
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From the Desk of  

CASBO President, Gina Lanier 

 

Dear Colleagues: 

 

What an amazing fall conference in Vail! 

Starting with the CASBO Board, thank you so 

much for dedicating your time to plan, teach, 

moderate, and welcome 

attendees. Guest speakers, 

thank you so much for attending 

the conference and helping those 

across the state to learn and 

grow. Sponsors, we could not put 

these conferences together 

without you and your partnership. 

Contributions from American Fidelity, Axis 

Communications, Colotrust, CounterTrade, 

Equitable, EqualLevel Inc, Gordian, Johnson 

Controls, McKinstry, PFM, Stifel and Veregy 

allow the conference to be affordable to our 

membership. Bert, Ron, Stephanie and Kristen 

– these four did an amazing job ensuring the 

success of our conference and I know who to 

call if I need a party planned. The retirement 

celebration was awesome! Hotel staff, every 

person I interacted with focused on hospitality 

and thoughtfulness, as they exceeded 

expectations to make this conference a 

success. And…the food…I never rave about 

conference food, but did you try that carrot 

cake?!? Finally, conference attendees, your 

engagement and participation made this 

conference one of the best I have attended. 

Thank you for attending with the desire to 

network and collaborate, as I believe that is as 

important as the instructional classes. I hope 

each of you left with a new contact as well as 

tools to grow as a school business official. 

As one conference wraps up, another is in the 

planning stage. The 2022 CASBO spring 

conference will take place at the Antler’s Hotel 

in Colorado Springs May 4-6. Please reach out 

to the CASBO board if there is a topic you 

would like covered or if you are interested in 

teaching a session. We also want your 

feedback to improve future conferences. Did 

you like the new session tracks? Please let us 

know what you think! Additionally, our annual 

election takes place at the spring meeting – so, 

if you would like to become a board member or 

know someone that you think should, please 

complete the nomination form today!  

Some other items I want to highlight on the 

CASBO website is the Scholarship and Awards 

Section. Did you know that CASBO awards 

scholarships to high school seniors who are an 

eligible dependent of an active member of 

CASBO? The next application deadline is 

March 1, 2022. Due at the same time are 

nomination forms for our Service to the 

Profession Award. Please nominate a 

colleague that you believe deserves this 

recognition and if you have a few minutes, 

check out past winners. It is truly an impressive 

group of people!  

I hope everyone has a great fall! Reach out to 

your colleagues across the state as you wrap 
up your annual audit, prepare a readopted 
budget, plan for an election, collaborate on 
potential legislation, and many of the other 
things coming our way. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gina Lanier 

Gina Lanier 

CASBO President, 2021-2022 
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The Importance of Multi-Factor Authentication 
Risk Control Recommendations from CSDSIP, Colorado’s Largest Public School Self-Insurance Pool 

The cybersecurity outlook for education is a little scary. 
Microsoft Security Intelligence spotlights education as the 
industry at highest risk for malware encounters based on 
their worldwide tracking metrics. Nearly two-thirds of 
malware encounters identified by Microsoft were from the 
education sector alone. That figure represents more than 
5.7 million devices at risk over a 30-day period (Microsoft, 
2021).  

This data begs the question, “Why schools?” What is it 
about education that makes the industry so vulnerable to 
cyber-attack? The attraction is likely twofold. First, the 
kinds of data schools need to collect for normal 
operations have a resale value. Scores of personally 
identifying information, including home addresses, names 
and birthdays all linked to real people are a windfall in the 
wrong hands. Most schools store this data and more. 
Second, the nebulous nature of cyber threats vs. more 
concrete physical safety and security concerns 
understandably pulls focus and funding away from 
cybersecurity. It is easy to put off cybersecurity 
improvements because the threat seems distant, but the 
resulting technological lag creates an opportunity that 
cyber attackers can, and do, exploit.  

The good news is that keeping cyber attackers out of 
your systems starts with the simple act of “locking” your 
cyber front-door. Requiring a username and password, or 
single-factor authentication, is the cyber equivalent of 
leaving a closed door unlocked. It may keep out minor 
threats but does very little against anything more 
advanced. Just as you would secure your home with a 
deadbolt, requiring multiple authentication measures to 
gain access to your system helps ensure only verified 
users can get in.  

Weaknesses of Single-Factor Authentication  
Single-factor authentication, requiring users to provide 
just one “proof” that they are the intended user, is 
currently the most common form of cyber identity 
verification. Single-factor authentication is easy to 
implement, however, it is also easy to deceive. Cyber 
attackers often need only identify a matching username 
and password pair for access, and the methods for doing 
so are surprisingly numerous. Recycled usernames and 
passwords from previous data breaches, phishing 
schemes, key loggers and other malware all have the 
potential to overcome single-factor authentication 
systems with relative ease, open that “door”, and gain 
entry.  
The United States Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 
Security Agency (CISA) identifies single-factor 
authentication practices as one of three “bad practices” 
that could open an organization to cyberattack and says 
that fixing authentication issues alone “can dramatically 
improve resilience against common cybersecurity 
threats” (CISA, 2020).  

How is Multi-Factor Authentication Different? 
Unlike single-factor authentication, multi-factor 
authentication requires at least two distinct authentication 
measures to verify a user’s identity. Think of this as 

closing a door and locking the deadbolt. For example, a 
program that requires you to enter a password and verify 
a chain of numbers texted to your cell phone is using a 
weak form of multi-factor authentication. In this case, a 
would-be hacker would need to identify a matching 
password/username combination and access or hijack 
the specific phone number associated with that account 
to gain entry.   
 
Multi-factor authentication in general is significantly more 
secure than single-factor authentication since cyber 
attackers must get information from two or more separate 
sources for access. Because of this, all multi-factor 
authentication methods are considered relatively strong. 
However, some measures are better than others. Cell 
phone numbers, for instance, are not immune from hacks 
themselves, meaning a cyber attacker could presumably 
pull together both factors and gain access to the system 
in the example above.   

For the highest level of security schools should consider 
implementing authentication methods that require users 
to be in possession of a specific object, such as a smart 
card, security token, or key fob or a method that requires 
users to prove a unique physical trait, such as a 
fingerprint (CISA, 2020). Apps installed on cell phones 
can replicate the added security of many of those 
methods without requiring an additional piece of 
hardware, since most people already have compatible 
cell phones.  

Where Should I Start? 
Making changes to your IT operations can certainly be a 
daunting task, no matter your organization’s size, 
however securing your systems is the only way to keep 
your sensitive data safe. CISA provides a comprehensive 
Capacity Enhancement Guide on implementing strong 
authentication that walks through steps and 
considerations one-by-one. It is available online at 
cisa.gov and cited below.  
While requiring multi-factor authentication is an important 
step in any cybersecurity plan, it is important not to 
overstate its value. Even the best multi-factor 
authentication systems only represent one part of an 
effective cybersecurity strategy and schools should 
ensure they have a comprehensive plan in place to keep 
staff and students’ information safe. CSDSIP Members 
should reach out to CSDSIP for guidance and specific 
coverage information related to cyber vulnerabilities.   

References 

CISA. (2020, October 8). Capacity Enhancement Guide on 

Implementing Strong Authentication. Retrieved from 

Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency : https://

www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/

CISA_CEG_Implementing_Strong_Authentication_508_1.pdf 

Microsoft. (2021, September 1). Most Affected Industries . Retrieved 

from Microsoft Security Intelligence: https://

www.microsoft.com/en-us/wdsi/threats 
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The Shape of the U.S. Treasury Yield Curve 
Article Courtesy of the COLOTRUST Relationship Team 

What the Shape of the U.S. Treasury Yield Curve Suggests About Economic Expectations 
 
 
The yield curve for U.S. Treasuries (yield curve) 
refers to the relationship between the yield on short-
term U.S. Treasury bills and progressively longer-
term Treasury notes and bonds. In general, Treasury 
bills are issued with terms to maturity of one year or 
less. By contrast, Treasury notes and bonds are 
issued with longer terms to maturity of between 2- 
and 10-years and 10- and 30-years, respectively. 
The shape of the yield curve refers to the relative 
difference, or “spread,” 
between longer-term and shorter-term yields. While 
the shape of the yield curve is constantly evolving in 
response to a myriad of factors, there are three 
commonly referenced yield curve formations: 
normal, flat, and inverted. 
 
The Normal Yield Curve 
 

A normal yield curve is characterized by lower yields for shorter-term maturities and 
progressively higher yields for longer-term maturities. A normal yield curve is the most 
common and generally reflects a stable and expanding economy. The relative steepness of a 
normal yield curve can provide clues about the current and expected pace of economic 
activity. For example, a comparatively steeper normal yield curve can reflect accelerating 
rates of economic growth while a less steep normal yield curve can reflect a slowing pace of 
economic expansion. 
 

 
The Flat Yield Curve 
 

As implied by its name, a flat yield curve is characterized by similar yields across both short-
term and long-term maturities. In general, a flat yield curve often reflects uncertain or 
deteriorating economic conditions. Against a backdrop of economic uncertainty, there is little 
differentiation between short-term and long-term yields, as they converge towards a common 
level. In a deteriorating economic environment, a flat yield curve may reflect concerns of 
further economic weakness. 
 
 

The Inverted Yield Curve 
 
An inverted yield curve results when short-term yields are higher than longer-term yields. 
Inverted yield curves are rare and generally reflect periods of significant economic slowdown 
and often recession. Under such circumstance, investors may accept lower long-term yields 
because they believe economic conditions may deteriorate further and that short-term yields 
may be lowered to stimulate economic activity. Inverted yield curves have historically 
exhibited a strong correlation with economic recession. 
 

So Where Are We Now? 
 
After over 18 months of navigating this historically low interest rate environment, the U.S. economy has 
shown signs of recovery; with inflation exceeding 5%, a drop in unemployment,  and  a  faster  pace  of  wage  
growth,  the  Federal  Open  Market Committee announced that they intend to begin tapering their $120  

Continued on Page 19 
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Cheat Sheet: Know the COVID Provisions That are Ending 
Article Courtesy of American Fidelity 

The impact of COVID has brought many changes to your 
life; it can feel all-encompassing. As you’ve adjusted and 
readjusted to pandemic-related happenings, it’s now 
important to prepare for yet another shift that impacts 
your benefits administration. 

Certain pandemic-related rules are beginning to phase 
out as we start moving back to pre-COVID norms. Here’s 
a quick review of what you need to know. 

Mid-year Election Changes Reverting to Pre-COVID 
Guidelines 

Under normal circumstances, participants are permitted to 
make mid-year election changes when the participant 
experiences a change in status such as getting married, 
getting divorced, or having a child. While COVID relief 
regulations had relaxed the rules for mid-year changes for 
plan years ending in the 2020 and 2021 plan years, 
Flexible Spending Accounts (FSAs) and major medical 
plans will now be returning to follow the pre-COVID rules. 

For plan years ending in 2020 or 2021, no status 
changing event was required. As mid-year rules revert to 
normal guidelines, you will once again be restricted to 
“change in status” life events. 

Health FSA Grace Periods No Longer Extended 

Healthcare FSA grace periods will also revert to pre-
pandemic rules. This means there will no longer be an 
extended grace period of 12 months. It is important that 
you remind your employees that these grace periods will 
return to normal for the 2022 plan year, meaning a grace 
period of no longer than two and a half months. 

Healthcare FSA Carryovers No Longer Unlimited 

For the 2020 and 2021 plan years, unlimited Healthcare 
FSA carryovers were permitted from the 2020 plan year 
to 2021 and from the 2021 plan year to 2022. Beginning 
with the 2022 plan year, employers’ options to offer a 
carryover will once again be limited to a maximum of 
$550 (adjusted yearly for inflation). But, keep in mind that 
employers can choose to include a grace period, a carry 
over, or neither. An employer cannot have both a grace 
period and a carry over. 

Carryovers, grace periods, and runoff periods - what are 
the differences? 

Changes to Dependent Care Accounts 

Pandemic-influenced Dependent Care Accounts (DCAs) 
adjustments will also revert to normal. Beginning in the 
2022 plan year, carryover provisions will no longer be 

available for these programs. Keep in mind that the rise of 
maximum amounts an individual or married couple filing 
jointly could contribute will also be lowered. Instead of the 
maximum amount of $10,500 joint or $5,250 (for married 
individuals filing separate tax returns), limits will revert to 
the pre-COVID contribution limits of $5,000 and $2,500. 
Also note that for plan year 2022, only claims for children 
up to the age of 13 can be reimbursed going forward. 
COVID relief temporarily changed the maximum age 
participants could submit claims for children from age 13 
to 14 for the 2020 plan year and for carryover amounts 
into the 2021 plan year. 

 

HSA Deduction Carve Out Expiring 

Typically, to be able to make contributions to a Health 
Savings Account (HSA), enrollees in a qualified High 
Deductible Health Plan (HDHP) cannot have additional 
coverage that pays claims before they’ve met their 
deductible under the plan. The Coronavirus Aid, 
Response and Economic Security (CARES) Act of 2020 
temporarily allowed qualified HDHPs to cover telehealth 
services before plan enrollees reached their deductible. 
On December 31, 2021, this provision will expire. While 
this provision is expiring, keep in mind that other changes 
made by the CARES Act are remaining permanent. 
Employees can continue to use HSA, HRA, or FSA funds 
to pay for over-the-counter medications without a 
prescription and menstrual products. 

Over-the-Counter Items & Menstrual Products Now 
Eligible for Reimbursement 

If your plan year is approaching, remember to plan for 
these changes and ensure your employees and you are 
up to date on these sunsetting provisions. 

Looking for other ways to prepare for open enrollment? 
Here’s a quick checklist to help. 

  
COVID Relief  

Ending in 2021 

2022 Return  

to Norm 

Family contribution  

limit 

$10,500 $5,000 

Individual contribution  

limit 

$5,250 $2,500 

 

Dependent child age 

14 13 

https://americanfidelity.com/blog/reimburse/carryover-grace-runoff/
https://americanfidelity.com/blog/reimburse/carryover-grace-runoff/
https://americanfidelity.com/blog/compliance/over-the-counter-items-eligible/
https://americanfidelity.com/blog/compliance/over-the-counter-items-eligible/
https://americanfidelity.com/blog/strategy/employers-prepare-for-enrollment/
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Guide to Implementing Priority-Based Budgeting in School Districts  
Article Courtesy of Allovue (allovue.com)  

Aligning your budget to district priorities matters. Why? 
Because when spending is tracked against the district’s 
goals, the district ensures intentional spending is raising 
student achievement. And that means? Frankly—the 
success of every single student relies on each and every 
dollar. 

When considering factors that influence student success, 
many district leaders focus on teachers, counselors, and 
other school-based professionals who daily interact with 
students. However, now that vendor options are 
seemingly limitless but funding dollars are 
uncompromisingly finite, district spending has become a 
crucial component of student success. Strategic 
alignment of resources to district goals is absolutely 
paramount in ensuring district dollars are spent advancing 
the interests of students.  

What initiative will drive student achievement? 

So this is the fun part: brainstorm with your team 
(community members, too) and list creative initiatives that 
the district could implement to help students flourish. 
From tech integration to a deliberate allocation of staffing, 
the options are endless so think outside of the box and 
come up with innovative ideas that could help your 
students accomplish more, meet and exceed certain 
benchmarks, or develop new skills. 

What outcome do you expect from this project? 

Just as teachers skillfully backward plan lessons by first 
determining student outcome, budget owners and 
decision-makers must do the same. Does your team 
expect an increase in student attendance? Or maybe your 
team wants to improve college and career readiness? 
Determining an expected outcome is vital to the success 
of any initiative. 

What is the plan for measuring success? 

Let’s say your team expects your 1:1 tech-initiative to 
increase 6-8th-grade math proficiency by 25%. How do 
you plan to effectively measure this growth? Do you have 
a reliable and valid assessment tool aligned with your 
district’s standards? If so, how will you meaningfully 
support your principals and teachers in using this tool? 
Measuring an initiative’s success takes a concerted effort 
and careful forethought so thoroughly plan out how you’ll 
determine if your program was successful. 

Now that you outlined the foundation for your new 
program, it’s time to put your money where your mouth is. 
Determining your resource allocation is arguably the most 
valuable use of your team’s time. Keep these questions in 
mind when considering how to allocate the resource trio 
of money, time, and people. 

Money: When considering whether to implement a new 
initiative, first analyze what needs to be purchased. Will 
your new program incur one-time costs, recurring costs, 
or both? How do the costs of this project scale with 
increased activity or district presence? Lastly, what     
fund(s) will provide the dollars needed? 

Time: Time is not simply the days on a calendar. Every 
hour spent on your initiative by every staff member has a 
cost. With human capital amounting ~85% of the budget, 
time is literally money. Comprehensively reviewing total 
personnel costs needed can help your initiative stay in the 
black. Time must also be used as a metric to hold your 
team accountable. Do you want your elementary schools’ 
flexible seating program to happen day 1 of the new year? 
Your students do as well! A strict implementation timeline 
will not only keep your team on track but will also save on 
unexpected expenses. 

People: This is the most beloved resource that is often 
overlooked when considering a successful 
implementation. Who will be your champions and 
implement your initiative with fidelity? What does their 
time cost? Quantifying the appropriate hours needed and 
determining who is needed for this project will help your 
team budget responsibly. 

Equity: Equity...I don’t see that on the worksheet. Equity 
is not part of the resource trio specifically; however, it 
should be the cornerstone of the decisions your team 
makes regarding money, time, and people. Let’s say your 
district is hiring two social workers to improve social-
emotional learning conditions in your schools’ classrooms. 
Instead of equally dividing the social workers’ time across 
schools, have you considered first allocating these 
resources to schools with a higher student need? 

Aligning district priorities to the district’s budget may not 
be easy. The conversations needed to determine what will 
best serve your students cannot be completed in one 
meeting. Don’t let this discourage you—the success of 
every single one of your students rests on your thoughtful 
planning.  
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Happy November! For those of you I saw at the Fall 
conference in Vail, it was so good to see you in 
person and catch up. For those that couldn’t make it, 
the Spring conference is just around the corner, and 
I hope to see you there. I don’t know if it was 
because we didn’t have an in-person conference in 
the Fall of 2020, or if it was Bert and Ron’s amazing 
retirement party, but either way this conference was 
one of the best I can remember. I am very optimistic 
that 2022 will be even better as in-person 
attendance becomes easier and we continue the 
slow journey back to normal.  
 
Now that the holidays are near, I can’t believe that 
2021 is already ending. Even though it feels like 
2021 was filled with as many grueling days as 2020, 
in hindsight the year passed much quicker than last. 
It is hard to believe that we are almost at the two-
year mark of operating in the COVID environment. I 
am probably more eager than anyone for this time to 
pass. Even as we prepare for school in a post 
pandemic world, there are many problems and 
issues caused by COVID that I feel will drag on for 
much longer. 
 
On the budget and finance front, FY18-19 is the last 
year of normal General Fund operations for many of 
us, depending on when your District started 
spending your federal stimulus funds. I had naively 
hoped that my District would be back on traditional 
General Fund operations by FY22-23. At this point 
however, even FY23-24 seems a little too optimistic 
and I am preparing to stretch into FY24-25 for our 
soft landing as we taper off using strategic one-time 
resources and return to a traditional balanced budget 
setting. Currently, long term financial planning seems 

like a minor inconvenience compared to the 
challenges many of our members are facing. 
 
Our HR members are currently doing everything 
possible to address growing staffing shortages. 
These shortages are having a daily impact on our 
child nutrition, operations, and transportation 
departments. I have been in the school business 
since 2009 and I have never seen anything like this. 
Depending on what news source you check and 
which way the wind is blowing there are numerous 
explanations for the labor market situation. 
Regardless of the reason, across the state we have 
fewer people working harder than ever before to 
keep our students at school, in a clean environment, 
and well fed. For our members contributing to this 
tireless work, thank you. 
 
The last major headwind many of us are dealing with 
is the combination of inflation and housing prices. 
Every trip to the grocery store and gas pump shows 
that price escalation is occurring. Unfortunately, 
these areas have both internal and external 
implications. Many of the goods and services we 
purchase as schools are costing more in a resource 
constrained environment. Meanwhile, our employees 
are feeling the same financial impacts personally. 
Whether this condition is transitory or permanent 
remains to be seen, but at a minimum will continue 
to impact our short-term operations. 
 
On a brighter note, we will ultimately overcome the 
current difficulties that we are all facing. I encourage 
everyone to hang on until that time comes! I wish 
everyone a happy, restful holiday season and look 
forward to seeing everyone in the Spring. 

November 2021 School Business Thoughts 
Article Courtesy of Brett Parsons 

Employment Opportunities 

Current school business official position openings can be found on line at www.ColoradoASBO.org.  
Advertisements for School Business Official positions are provided FREE as a service to all K-12 Schools.  

Email your LEA’s non-curriculum positions to CASBO@ColoradoASBO.org  
for inclusion on the CASBO website “Employment Opportunities” page.  

All LEA position ads are subject to review, approval and editing prior to publication.   

Position   ______________________________________________________ 

School District _ ______________________________________________________ 

Description  ______________________________________________________ 

Salary Range  ______________________________________________________ 

Apply by  ______________________________________________________ 
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Greetings from the ASBO International Board of Directors. 
I start my update with a question - how in the world is this 
year more difficult than last year? Staffing shortages are 
rampant in transportation, food services, sub teachers and 
professional-technical staff. Masking, vaccinations, COVID 
testing and numerous safety protocols continue to chal-
lenge superintendents, school boards and the district staff 
who must implement and manage them. And continuing 

global supply chain issues in 
availability and delivery have 
hampered the acquisition of tech-
nology, food, vehicles and just 
about everything besides hand 
sanitizer (remember when it was 
$65 a gallon if you could even 
get it?). Supplying and operating 
school districts is now extremely 
challenging as we are fully open 
for business and need all those 
materials and items that support 
students and staff in the full 
spectrum of the educational envi-
ronment. 

 
I would be remiss if I did not mention the challenges we 
are all experiencing with the massive influx of federal re-
sources - CRF, ESSER I, II & III, GEER, and a multitude of 
one-off grant opportunities. As districts develop spending 
plans, implement time and effort reporting, monitor pur-
chasing requirements and collect receipts, school busi-
ness managers are strapped for time and stressed out. 
The massive amount of time necessary to meet all the 
guidelines is very much lost on the general public and 
even many folks operating within the sphere of public edu-
cation. Keeping the school doors open and increasing 
teaching and learning are invaluable benefits to students 
as districts work to recoup the learning loss experienced 
over the last 18 months. The demands placed on you have 
never been greater as you continue to rise to the chal-
lenge. 
 
To support you through these demanding times, it is criti-
cal to invest in your professional development. A short ed-
ucational session or a multi-session course will provide a 
return on investment to your professional growth and to 
your school system. One area to look for this professional 
development, information and updates on these federal 
dollars, and a multitude of other school business topics is 
the high quality online professional development opportu-
nities offered through ASBO’s e-learning system. ASBO 
members from around the country are sharing their exper-
tise and topics are based on ASBO’s recently updated 
Professional Standards. Explore ASBO Learn for a variety 
of unique opportunities for enhancing your skills, growing 
your knowledge while keeping your certifications current 
with SFO contact hours and CPE credits. Track your pro-
gress, view your transcript and challenge yourself to meet 
your next professional goal. 
 
The ASBO Annual Conference and Exhibits held in Mil-
waukee in mid October was a great success. Just like the 
CASBO spring and fall conferences this year, it was so 

great to be back in person to reconnect with friends and 
colleagues while engaging in fantastic professional devel-
opment. Our vendor partners were equally excited to re-
connect and share the latest solutions for our operational 
needs. While virtual conferences and vendor shows were 
a short-term necessity in 2020 and early 2021, there is no 
virtual equivalent that can replace an in-person event for 
the relationship building that is so critical to school busi-
ness officials. Let’s hope we continue the trajectory of 
events returning to their pre-pandemic status. 
 
In Milwaukee, the 2022 ASBO board was sworn in to offi-
cially take office on January 1, 2022. I look forward to 
wrapping up my year as Vice President and begin the ex-
citing work of President of ASBO, International. It is an 
honor and a privilege to serve ASBO members around the 
world and especially here in Colorado. As I reflect on my 
journey leading up to my election as an ASBO director, 
three years as a director, election to VP and activities in 
the past year, I would like to express my extreme gratitude 
to Bert Huszcza and Ron McCulley. They both invested 
significant hundreds of hours and countless days with me 
on this journey. Their past experience with CASBO, as 
ASBO President, AEDG participation and connections 
around the country have been invaluable to me and will 
continue to pay dividends for CASBO well into the future. 
Certainly the support from the CASBO board over the 
years has been incredibly important as well. Also, the fi-
nancial support from our vendor partners and especially 
COLOTRUST is greatly appreciated as CASBO continues 
efforts to maintain relationships around the country. And 
finally, I am grateful for the support from the Boulder Val-
ley School District and my incredible staff while I partici-
pate in all things CASBO and ASBO. I look forward to con-
tinuing to serve well into the future. 
 
In closing, thank you for all you do for the students, fami-
lies and staff in Colorado public education. I continue to 
encourage anyone interested in serving on the ASBO or 
CASBO board to reach out to me to learn more about this 
fulfilling work. 
 
Upcoming ASBO Events: 
 
ASBO staff and the board are working diligently to create a 
great experience in a safe environment. 
 

Annual Conference & Exhibits (Sept/Oct) 
2022 • September 14–17 • Portland, OR 
2023 • October 18–21 • National Harbor, MD 
2024 • September 17–20 • Nashville, TN 

ASBO International Leadership Forum (February) 
2022 • February 03–05 • Savannah, GA 
2023 • February 25–27 • San Antonio, TX 

Legislative Advocacy Conference (July) 
2022 • July 12-14 • Washington, D.C. 

Eagle Institute (July) 
2022 • July 20-23 • Location TBD 
 

For more information visit: https://asbointl.org/Web/
Conferences/Future_Meetings/Web/Conferences/
Future_Meetings.aspx  

ASBO Update Corner 

Bill Sutter ASBO Director, ASBO Liaison 

https://asbointl.org/Web/Conferences/Future_Meetings/Web/Conferences/Future_Meetings.aspx
https://asbointl.org/Web/Conferences/Future_Meetings/Web/Conferences/Future_Meetings.aspx
https://asbointl.org/Web/Conferences/Future_Meetings/Web/Conferences/Future_Meetings.aspx
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10 Steps to Creating a Successful Employee Cross-Training Program 
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Reflection Journey of a Leader  
Article Courtesy of Shannon Solomon 

As I sit here on a plane returning from the 2021 

ASBO Eagle Leadership Conference dealing with an 

“emergency” inventory supply issue, I find myself 

reflecting on how leadership ripples into so many 

aspects of everyone’s day-to-day lives.  How we 

respond to the “unexpected” things that come up in 

our daily journey.  How quickly we react and process 

when situations arise that we did not see coming.  

Leadership is far more than managing. It is self-

awareness and influence.  As a whole leadership, 

encompasses self-awareness of biases, triggers, 

strengths, opportunities, insecurities, confidence, 

self-care, balance, margins and capabilities.  

Understanding one’s self is the start to any great 

leader’s journey.   

As a leader I struggle with having to always be 

present. I need to be PHYSICALLY present for my 

team as I never want them to feel alone or not 

supported by me as their leader. They really do not 

need for me to be by their side as they truly are 

perfectly capable. This feeling comes from my own 

personal bias that every “good” leader is hands on, 

right next to their team and always there for them.  

The situation that arose on my return from this 

leadership conference challenged me to reflect on 

this as leader.  My team not only handled the 

situation, they did it with exceptional excellence. 

Guess what? I did not have to be there for this to 

happen.  

I learned so much in the past three days at the Eagle 

leadership conference. My primary take away was 

that there is always a STORY. Whether it is my 

story, your story, their story, his story, her story, their 

story or THE story. Behind every story is an 

incredible human with whom my leadership has the 

potential to affect positively or negatively.  The 

responsibility of leadership starts with each one of us 

being brave enough to be ourselves and 

encouraging others to do the same. We as leaders 

are reflecting daily, weekly, and monthly on 

opportunities to build others up. Maya Angelo said, 

“People will forget what you say, but they will 

NEVER forget the way you make them feel.” To lead 

means to go ahead and guide the way. Leadership 

is simply learning yourself and then guiding others; 

not having to be “ALWAYS physically present”.   

While I didn’t expect to put into practice the lessons I 

learned from the conference so quickly, while literally 

sitting on a plane heading home, it was a great 

opportunity to practice the things I learned – and not 

only did the situation get handled perfectly by my 

team, but I was able to take a step back from my 

initial response, model handling an emergency, and 

show my trust for their expertise and leadership. Had 

I been physically present, I would have instinctually 

taken over the situation and deprived my team of 

these lessons. 

As a leader I take this critical reflection with me that 

when my team needs me, I will give my best to 

always be available for them, however I will also 

challenge them to be reflective, self-aware, confident 

and independent leaders themselves. Leadership is 

truly a privilege that I will continue to challenge 

myself daily to know better and do better. 

 

2022 ASBO  

Executive Leadership Forum  

 February 3- 5, 2022 

Savannah, GA  
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billion monthly purchasing program with the goal of unwinding the plan by next summer and a highly 
anticipated rate hike to potentially follow shortly thereafter.  

The yield curve currently reflects the Fed’s sentiment that though short-term interest rates are expected to 
stay low over the next year, the curve begins to steepen at the 1-year tenor. 
 
Staying abreast of this information helps with forecasting, budgeting, and the overall management of your 
district’s funds. The guidance from the yield curve is not a guarantee but simply a forecast of where the 
market believes rates will be in the future and is subject to change at any time. For more information on the 
yield curve and current interest rate environment, please contact the COLOTRUST Relationship Team. 
 
All comments and discussion presented are purely based on opinion and assumptions, not fact. These assumptions may or may not  be correct 
based on foreseen and unforeseen events. The information presented should not be used in making any investment decisions. This material is not 
a recommendation to buy, sell, implement, or change any securities or investment strategy, function, or process. Any financial and/or investment 
decision should be made only after considerable research, consideration, and involvement with an experienced professional engaged for the 
specific purpose. Past performance is not an indication of future performance. Any financial and/or investment decision may incur losses. 

Continued from Page 10 

 

69th Annual Colorado ASBO 

Spring Conference  & Exhibits 

May 4-6, 2022 

Antlers Hotel 

Colorado Springs, Colorado 
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Thinking of applying for Professional Registration with ASBO or getting ready 
to renew?  Need to report your yearly activity to keep your CPA Certification 

current?   

You can check the number of CEUs you have earned through Colorado ASBO 
Activities by pulling up your “Continuing Education Report” on the CASBO 

website;  www.ColoradoASBO.org. It will list CEUs completed through CASBO 
conferences, workshops, committee involvement and publications.  

You can print out your CASBO Certificate of Attendance from your office or 
home. Simply login to the website, www.ColoradoASBO.org with your 
username and password and go to “Member Profile” and then to the 

“Activities” page. If you click on the  “Continuing Education Report” it will list all 
your activities and associated CEUs. 

Do you enjoy writing? Have you ever thought of writing an article for the CASBO 
Quarterly? We are always looking for practitioners views and would love to have more of 

those articles. 

Additionally we love to hear from our members as to information they need in their jobs. Is 
there a breakout session that may help you better serve your district? Submit a potential 
breakout and a presenter as well. Don’t be shy if you enjoy presenting, and many people 

do, offer your expertise to CASBO. 

There are many opportunities to be involved with CASBO without serving on the board. We have many 
needs and no one is more aware of what is going on in districts better than the people who work there. 

Please contact CASBO or reach out to one of the Board Members at the next conference. We are looking 
forward to hearing from you! 

Promoted to a new position? Moved on to 
another school district? Received an award?  

Just got married or have a new child?   

Whatever the news your CASBO friends want to 
know. Just give us a few details and we’ll 

publish it in the CASBO Quarterly.   

Send an email with the information to:   

ColoradoASBO@msn.com  

Name ________________________________ 

School District ________________________ 

What’s New ___________________________ 

If you have written an article that you feel would be of in-
terest to your peers, please submit it to CASBO Quarterly 

for consideration: 

 Send it to the attention of:  

CASBO Editor 

Kristen Colonell, kristen.colonell@coloradoasbo.org 

or  

CASBO Newsletter Chairperson 

Samantha Gallagher, sgallagher@durangoschools.org 

Membership Information 

http://www.coloradoasbo.org
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Application 
Deadline: 

 

March 1 

 

Sponsored  

by 

 

 

$$     CASBO  STUDENT  SCHOLARSHIPS    $$  

GENERAL INFORMATION: 

• Two $2,000 Scholarships Awarded Annually 

• Awarded at the Annual Conference, May  2022 

• Deadline for Applications March 1, 2022 
 
ELIGIBILITY: 

• Dependent of an Active CASBO Member 

• A High School Senior  

• Active in School and Community Leadership 
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
CASBO Scholarship Chair: 
 Sandra Nees, Westminster Public Schools  
  snees@westminsterpublicschools.org 

CASBO is seeking applications for the Service to the Profession Award.  This award, sponsored by 
American Fidelity Assurance Company, recognizes outstanding school business officials for their 
work and dedication to the profession.  The Year 2022 recipient will receive a beautiful lead crystal 
achievement award as well as a cash gift of $200.  The winner of the award will be announced at the 
69th  Annual Spring Conference in May, 2022.   
 
The application process has been greatly simplified and currently only requires a short narrative out-
lining the nominee's “contribution to the profession.” Nominate your Outstanding School Business 
Official today and submit in care of Stephanie Watson, 7407 Streamside Dr. Ft. Collins, CO 80525 or 
to stephanie.watson@coloradoasbo.org.    Deadline for submitting applications is March 1, 2022 

 

Nominate Yourself or Someone You Know Today! 

Application 

Deadline: 

March 1 

Sponsored 
by 

American 
Fidelity  

Assurance 
Company 

Who Do YOU Know? 

      American Fidelity  

CASBO  

   Service to the Profession Award 

http://www.colotrust.com/home
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ASBO International Leadership   
   2022 Executive Leadership Forum 
   Savannah, GA 
 
For more information visit the ASBO   
website at www.asbointl.org 

February 3-5, 2022 
 

Student Scholarship  
Application Deadline 

   Go to www.ColoradoASBO.org 

March 1, 2022  

Service to the Profession Award  
Application Deadline 

   Go to www.ColoradoASBO.org 

March 1, 2022     

Colorado ASBO 
   69th Annual Spring Conference 
   Antlers Hotel 
   Colorado Springs, Colorado 

                 May 4-6, 2022 

ASBO International 
   2022 Annual Meeting & EXPO 
   Portland, OR 

              September 14-17, 
2022 

Colorado ASBO  
   26th Annual Fall Conference 
   Vail Marriott Hotel 
   Vail, CO  

       October 12 - 14, 2022 

MAKE YOUR HOTEL  
RESERVATIONS NOW! 

 
CASBO Spring Conference  

May 4—May 6 
Antlers Hotel 

Colorado Springs,  Colorado 
 

To book your room go online 
 to the Antlers Hotel (Wyndham property) 

website  
CASBO Room Block  

Room rates start at $169.00 


